
Grades K-2

What Lives in a Shell?
Take an opportunity to explore different shells! By feeling a real shell and looking at
examples from the Library’s Digital Collection, you’ll see a wide range of these mobile
homes. The challenge now is to decide who lives there. It’s up to you!

What will you learn?
● The purpose and benefit of a shell
● Observation skills through tactile and visual mediums
● Creative expression through art

Materials:
● Sea shells
● Paint
● Paint brush
● Paper (construction, cardstock, etc)
● Optional: Writing utensil for noting observations

Instructions:
● Think about different types of homes. What is the benefit of a home? What does it

provide?
● Explore the different seashells available in person and at the end of this document.
● Observe the differences in the shells you see - what is unique about each one? Write

them down if you’d like!
● It’s time to get creative. Pick a shell you’d like to focus on, whether it’s a shell you

have in person or a photograph or sketch of one.
● Now you have options! You can paint directly on the shell if you choose and then

decide: who lives in this shell? Paint your creature onto your paper! Will you guess
who lives in the shell based on its characteristics or will you create your own marine
creature?



Reflection Questions:
● If you lived in a shell, what would it look like? What benefits would your shell bring

you? What would your shell be made from?
● What other types of homes do animals (of all varieties!) create? Where do they go

for protection and warmth?
● How do you think shells are created? How would you create your shell?
● What other creatures create shells?

Explanation:
There are countless types of creatures that use a shell as a home and source of protection!
Some of these animals include clams, oysters, scallops, sea and land snails, crabs and more.
That’s just a small sample! Shells can come in a variety of textures but are often smooth, hard
and hollow. They’re also lightweight enough for their host to carry on their back. Could you
imagine if you had to carry your house on your back?

Different creatures use shells in different ways! Some shells grow as their host does, like a sea
snail. They always have the same shell, which slowly expands as the snail grows. Other
animals, like hermit crabs, abandon their shells when it gets too small and find discarded shells
to make their new homes.

Shells are made up of a common substance called calcium carbonate, otherwise known as
chalk! You might be surprised to know that your favorite sidewalk chalk might be made up of
ground up pieces of shell. You can also find calcium carbonate in certain leafy greens like kale.

More to Explore at the Library:
Are you ready to investigate even more information about shells? Look no further! You can find
a wide variety of titles at your local Library. Check out the books below!

Guide created by Alexandria Abenshon.
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Inspiration Shells from NYPL Digital Collections:


